S everal years ago at MNRS, I was talking with a group of senior researchers at the student poster session and moaning that basic science still is not accepted by many nurses as nursing research. To my surprise, my colleague involved with global health said she had the same problem, except that nurses viewed her work as social work, not nursing research. My friend who does research in smoking cessation said that her work was often labeled by nurses as sociology, not nursing research. The person who studies the effects of hope on illness said that her work was often seen as psychology, not nursing research. Needless to say, I was stunned and this caused me to reflect. Just what is this thing called "nursing research"? As a holder of three nursing degrees who has taken all the requisite courses on nursing theory, I found I couldn't answer that question. Indeed, as I talked with colleagues and students about the question, I became convinced of only one thing. We are better at identifying what is not nursing research than we are at identifying what is nursing research.
(something many of our non-nursing colleagues don't have) and we take pride in that experience. However, the truth is that we likely learned as many, and possibly more, of the same research principles (and, in some cases, a heckuva lot more statistics) than our non-nursing colleagues who refer to themselves as scientists. It seems to me that many nurse researchers are a little shy about calling themselves scientists, which translates into being a little shy about taking our place with the rest of the scientific community. It may also narrow our perception of what nursing research is, and that outlook is not good for our discipline.
So what constitutes that slippery concept that is nursing research? One thing I do remember from those nursing theory classes is that nursing is about the all-inclusive wellness of the human being, from biology to psychology, to social relationships, to spirituality, to environment. This strikes me as a very diverse framework that opens to us every aspect of science that ultimately improves the health of individuals, period. That includes nonhuman subjects that model human phenomena. My personal experience with this claim is that non-nursing colleagues are often more accepting of scientists who are nurses whose work involves biological, social, or psychological questions than we are of ourselves. But there is a caveat with that acceptance. Our work is accepted as long as it is rigorous science. So my thought is that we should, as a discipline, stop wasting time and energy parsing out what is and is not nursing research. Rather we should concentrate on making sure that what we do as scientists (who are also nurses) is rigorous science. If it is basic science, make it good science. If it is translational or clinical work, make it good science. If it is qualitative work, make it good science. Every aspect of rigorous science can then go toward building the foundation of knowledge from which nursing and other disciplines can draw with impunity.
Does this mean that we do away with the National Institute of Nursing Research? Not in my view. Nursing is still relatively new to the scientific arena. After all, medicine has been involved in research for at least four centuries, whereas nursing has had a critical mass of scientists for only about four decades. We need to do more educating and produce more quality work that compares favorably with what others are doing. Nor is it necessary to change the names of our societies. Somehow the Midwestern Scientists Doing Nursing Stuff doesn't have the same ring as the Midwest Nursing Research Society. What we need to do is think science, science, science, and even diverse science, diverse science, diverse science, as long as the science meets established criteria for rigor.
So back to the title of this little piece. Based on my observations, it would seem that basic science, which studies biological mechanisms, is very much a part of nursing research. I still think that if you put basic science in a race with sociology, social work, and psychology to see which one would be considered nursing research, basic science would lose hands down. But that is a topic for another day. Janean E. Holden, PhD, RN The University of Michigan School of Nursing For reprints and permission queries, please visit SAGE's Web site at http://www .sagepub.com/journalsPermissions.nav.
